
Instructional Decision Making 

 Throughout the semester my student gave many different instances where I had to adapt 

and change what I had originally planned on doing. In the very beginning, her test scores said 

one thing while her effort and participation said another. My initial idea was to begin with pre-

primmer words, however she did not know much of the list that I gave her for the Pre-

Assessment. Based on that data I decided to go back and work on CVC words and word families.  

 There were several different times I had to change my instruction due to the behavior of 

the student. Some days she would fully participate and do great with the words we were working 

on while others she would pout, cry, and shut down. Her behavior caused several different 

changes in the instruction. First, I tried to use a connect the dot chart and as her reward for 

connecting the dots she could end the session with coloring it in. However, this did not work for 

very long. The next strategy that I tried was the connect the dot chart along with stopping what 

we were doing and modeling appropriate behaviors such as reading a book. I would tell the 

student that I was waiting for them to gather themselves together before we continue. The final 

change for behavior that I tried was motivating the student with candy while still continuing the 

modeling of appropriate behaviors during our sessions. This worked for a short period of time 

before the student again went back to her same behaviors of shutting down, crying, mumbling 

words, and refusing to speak clearly.  

 In all it was a day by day decision to figure out what would work for the student that day. 

Some days the student would be completely fine and engaged in the session while other days 

were the complete opposite with her crying, pouting, and refusing to do any work that I gave . 

Each day I had to adapt and make different decisions based on her behaviors at that specific time.  



Post-Assessment and Analysis of Student Learning 

Post-Assessment:  

 During the Post-Assessment the student attentively listened to the directions for the 

different assessments that we were going to go over again. After how she performed on the Pre-

Assessments I made sure to spend more time on the Concept of Word directions as well as to 

thoroughly go through the poem several times prior to asking the questions. Not only did I do 

that for the Concept of Word, but I did this for the Concept of Print. With all of the assessments 

the student had to be refocused and had to be prompted several times to respond to the questions.  

 The first assessment that I gave was the Concept of Print. For this assessment the student 

scored 7 out of 13 points. With the individual questions I asked her twice to ensure her answers. 

If she gave an incorrect response to the question I would ask again and if it was correct the 

second time around I would mark it as correct. Even with this method of giving the assessment 

the student scored two points lower than she did on the same assessment when I gave it to her in 

the beginning of the year.  

 The next assessment I gave was the list of the same twelve pre-primmer words that I had 

the student read in the beginning of the semester. This time she scored 4 out of 12 versus the 5 

out of 12 in the beginning of the semester. Again, with the assessment I would prompt her as well 

as help her with some of the letter sounds. With some of the words she would just give a word 

that the class has practiced in the past few weeks (away—yellow). I helped with the first few 

words, however even with heavy prompting and encouragement she still would give words that 

were not the words listed on the cards.  



 The next three assessments were the letter identification, both upper and lower, and letter 

sounds. When it came to the upper letter identification the student correctly identified 25 of the 

26 letters. This is one more correctly identified since the Pre-Assessment in the beginning of the 

year. When it came to the lower case letter identification the student correctly identified all 26 

letters just like she did in the beginning of the year. The final part of this portion of the 

assessment were the letter sounds. In the beginning of the year she correctly gave the sounds for 

20 letters, however in the Post-Assessment she correctly gave the sounds for 21 of the 26 letters. 

In this section she was able to remain at 100% accuracy for the lower case letter identification 

while also improving the upper case letter identification and the letter sounds each by one. This 

small improvement as well as the retention of the letter identification was a great 

accomplishment for Alex.  

 The final assessment that I gave was the Concept of Word with the same poem that we 

had tested on in the beginning of the year. I chose to use the same poem because she was familiar 

with the poem and I had hoped this would help her score higher. We began by going over the 

pictures on the bottom of the poem as we recited the poem orally for approximately five minutes 

to ten minutes. After she was proficient at knowing the words with the pictures we moved to the 

text on the poem. Again, we spent approximately five to ten minutes reciting the poem. I made 

sure to correct her tracking as well as to help her with words she did not know. After we had 

gone over the poem several times I had Alex read and track the words. When she was unsure I 

instructed her to look at the pictures for help. With this much support I anticipated her to do well 

on the assessment, however by this point in the session she was tired and having a hard time 

focusing. Even with the distractions in the classroom and her stamina running low, she did 



significantly better with this assessment in comparison to the Pre-Assessment. When it came to 

pointing and tracking the words, she scored a 1 when in the beginning of the year I struggled 

even getting her to cooperate long enough to give this assessment let alone track the words. 

When tracking she would move right to left, but would not necessarily track with each individual 

word. With the word identification in the text, she scored a 2 out of 7. If she was unsure of the 

word I prompted her to read the poem again until she reached the word that was underlined, 

however this method only helped a little bit due to her low tracking score. When it came to the 

word list, she did not get any of the words correct. She began to give some words that she knew 

and had been reviewing in class just like she does when we go over the flash cards in our 

tutoring sessions (sat—have, on—to, men—him). Even if she did not get the words correct she 

did try to sound out the first few before she began giving incorrect words.  

Analysis of Student Learning: 

 When evaluating what the student learned over this time period, the data might not show 

exponential results however the demeanor and confidence level she had when working with any 

books or text in general skyrocketed. I believe that this speaks volumes when it comes to helping 

build foundations for better reading. When it came to the end of my time with my student, she 

still might have been reading at a Level A and on occasion a Level B, but she was genuinely 

excited to read books at the end of each session. During the last few weeks she wanted to read 

books independently and I would let her while still continuing to help her with words she had 

difficulty with. This alone shows how much improvement my student made. Through all of the 

fits and the tears, my student might not have the numbers that reflect a lot of growth but the way 

she reacts when it comes to reading and having to read greatly improved. In the below section 



the data in the corresponding graphs might not show a large change in the different goals, but she 

greatly changed in her efforts to sound out words she did not know versus just guessing the 

words. This small change made all of the difference in the amount that she was able to read 

without my assistance.  

 In the future I believe that the student would greatly benefit from the same kind of skill 

and drill concept that I used with her when we would go over CVC words with flash cards. 

When I first was beginning our sessions we would play bingo, however she would guess words 

based on beginning or ending letter sounds and most of the time she would get the words correct. 

When it came to the flashcards, she had to say the sounds and put them together. A method that 

helped with putting the sounds together was tapping the individual letter sounds on her finger 

tips (tap-it-out). We did not get to this method until the very end of the semester being that I was 

constantly changing my instructional approaches based on how she responded to the work I 

brought in. However, with the simple tap-it-out method she was able to put together the sounds 

for the CVC words. If I were to continue working with this student I would continue this method 

but also implement a new method. The new method I would implement would be the student 

reading the words orally with me, spelling the word, and then reading it again. This is a method 

that is used in the classroom when they are reviewing words on the carpet and with some of the 

words we worked on, this was more helpful than tapping out the sounds. With the combination of 

these two methods the student should be able to master more of the CVC words, resulting in her 

reading level to increase. In all, simply taking the time to help her with the letter sounds, 

providing several methods, and being a little strict while encouraging the student when she wants 

to quit really made her a lot more independent when it came to the work I brought in.  



 

 

Date Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Average

Week 1:  
10/24

9/20 11/20 9/20 9.6

Week 1: 
10/26

13/20 17/20 13/20 14/20

Week 2: 
10/31

14/20 8/20 N/A 
*Student shut down*

11/20

Week 3: 
11/7

16/20 N/A 
*Shut down, 
changed plan*

N/A 
*Shut down, 
changed plan*

16/20

Week 4: 
11/16

16/20 9/20 N/A 
*ran out of time*
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On Task Data

The data above was the average for each week of tracking is the student was on task 
in a 10 minute span. Some weeks there was time for three tasks, while others there 
was only one task. I would mark every 30 seconds if the student was on task for the 
entire 30 seconds or not.
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Pre-Assessment Post-Assessment

Assessment Type Pre-Assessment Post-Assessment

Concept of Print 9/13                          69.2% 7/13                          53.8%

Pre-Primmer Words 5/12                          41.7% 4/12                          33.3%

Upper Case ID 24/26                        92.3% 25/26                        96.2%

Lower Case ID 26/26                         100% 26/26                         100%

Letter Sounds 20/26                        76.9% 21/26                        80.8%

Concept of Word: 
Pointing

0                                    0% 1

Concept of Word: In Text 
Word ID

0                                    0% 2/7                            28.6%

Concept of Word: Word 
List

0                                    0% 0                                    0%


